


Using multiple layer styles and unifying design principles, as well as water
e�ects to represent the product, I designed a magazine advertisement
for “Sprite”, using their most popular spokesperson Lebron James.



For a �ctional Kanye West album, I utilized important objects from his
career along with brush work, blur e�ects and layer styles.



I created a “BP” business card design inspired by the logo, incorporating
a gradient of there colors, as well as a watermark and a line pattern.



I incorporated current design trends of fading and microlines to create an
updated logo for the online video company “Vimeo”.



I created vector illustrations of various Pokemon characters to help present
information about each. Vectors illustrations were also used to create the
background Pokeball pattern and heading.



Using the pen tool, I drew multiple simpli�ed silhouettes of Deion Sanders
on the di�erent teams he played for.                     



Using only the text tool, I created the iconic perk machine “Juggernog”
from the “Call of Duty” series. I used quotes, as well as references from
the game, and the word “Juggernog” itself to create this.                   



By collaging images, using color casting to �nd a balance between colors
and creating a focal point, I created a movie poster for “The Campaign” 
that also incorporates e�ects and patterns into the design.                     



The pen tool, various layer styles and color casting were used to create a
desktop wallpaper design for NBA MVP Russell Westbrook.



After the Chargers move to Los Angeles, a new logo should be neccesary.
By incorparting a palm tree into the A, representing the warm and tropical
climate of Los Angeles, while adding the bolt for power and their heritage.



To go with the new Chargers logo, I completely rebranded the entire
organization. Included are four new uniforms as well as two new �elds that
were created with the live paint tool and a template after designing them. 
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